The safest and most effective milk and colostrum collection device available. The hand-held trigger-operated pump snaps on a flanged plastic extraction cylinder. The Mare Milker comes packaged with two sizes of extraction cylinders. The #1 Small extraction cylinder accommodates small or maiden mares, sheep and goats. The #2 Large extraction cylinder is for older or larger mares, miniature cattle and larger exotic animals. The extraction cylinders have been specially designed to fit the unique shape of a mare’s udder and have a rolled surface to prevent harm to the udder.

- One hand operation is gentle on the mare, making it safe and easy to milk colostrum.
- Great for milking mastitis mares.
- Ideal for foals who inherit a different blood type than the dam and are at risk for neonatal isoerythrolysis.
- Patented pump is manufactured with the highest quality engineered composite materials.
- The Mare Milker comes packaged with two 16 oz. colostrum collection bottles and Udderly EZ wipes.

Product # 77200 – Udderly EZ™ Milker

UDDERLY EZ™ COLOSTRUM COLLECTION BOTTLES
Specially designed plastic see-through 16 oz. colostrum collection bottles with rubber O-ring on top to assure vacuum when attached to the Udderly EZ Milker. Cap has leak proof liner seal. Ideal for freezing colostrum and storing for future use or to transfer colostrum to a nursing bottle for immediate use.

Product # 77260 2 Bottle Carton
Product # 77270 12 Bottle Case

UDDERLY EZ™ MILKER CARRY BAG
Handy nylon carry bag holds the Mare Milker, spare bottles, Udderly EZ Wipes, all accessories and foaling supplies with ample room to store The Stableizer®

Thank you for purchasing the UDDERLY EZ™ MILKER, the safest and most effective large domestic and exotic animal milk and colostrum collection device available. It can used on horses, ponies, sheep, goats, llamas, alpacas, zebras, camels and miniature cows. Udderly EZ is also the most efficient hand operated milking product on the market today. This patented vacuum pump is manufactured only with highest quality engineered plastics and is assembled under the strict quality control standards for medical devices.
The Udderly EZ milk and colostrum extraction cylinders come in two sizes: a #1 Small to accommodate small or maiden mares, llamas, sheep, goat, cattle, etc.; and a #2 Large for older or large breed mares, cattle, etc. The top of the collection cylinder has been specially designed to fit the unique shape of an animal's udder and has a rolled surface to prevent harm to the udder. This unit has been designed and tested over a five year period with input and endorsements from many leading equine veterinarians and breeding farm professionals. The UDDERLY EZ™ MILKER will give you superior performance and reliability in the extraction of milk and colostrum for:

- feeding a newborn
- collecting milk or colostrum from a newborn's mother or nurse animal for immediate use
- collecting milk or colostrum from a newborn's mother or nurse animal for storage in a milk/colostrum bank

All of the above can be accomplished with a minimum of effort and a great degree of safety. Please follow these easy steps in the assembly and operating procedures of the UDDERLY EZ™ MILKER.

**EZ ASSEMBLY**

1. Align the tapered end of the bottle connector with the insertion hole on the pump and connect the two; the pieces will lock together.
2. Screw the clear plastic bottle with the rubber O ring onto the cylinder; this must be a snug fit to prevent any air leakage.
3. Grasp the pump and slide the bottle connector clips between the guide ridges on the collection cylinder; the pieces will lock together.
4. As a precaution, gently squeeze the cylinder and pump together to insure a solid seat of the two units.
5. Place the mouth of the extractor against the heel of your hand and pump to make sure pump is creating necessary vacuum. If vacuum is not created, repeat Steps 2 and 4, above.

**THE MILK OR COLOSTRUM EXTRACTION PROCESS**

1. Always clean the udder area, using the Udderly EZ Wipes provided in your kit, to remove any accumulated dirt and bacteria.

2. Gently remove the wax plug from the end of the teat so it does not drop into the bottle.

3. Manually strip each teat at least twice to get a good flow of milk started.

4. Place the cylinder directly over the teat and gently lift the pump unit against the udder.

5. Squeeze the handle at least 2-3 times, this will start the vacuum seal process, locking the unit onto the mare's udder. (You may want to hold bottle with free hand until sealed.)

6. As soon as the milk flow starts, stop pumping! When the flow slows or stops, start pumping again. You may need to repeat this sequence 3-4 times. When the flow stops, or you have collected an appropriate amount of liquid, stop and go to the next teat.
To release the vacuum on the pump, push bottle backwards toward hand trigger to release vacuum lock. Do not pull pump off udder.

The first milking will generally collect between 8-12 ounces, although this may vary with each animal species or breed.

If the mother does not let her milk down immediately, you may have to massage her udder gently to get the flow started.

Do not overfill the collection bottle, only fill to the indicated line on the bottle. Never tilt pump backwards. This will allow the milk or colostrum to run into the air intake hole and damage the diaphragm in the pump.

Pour the collected milk or colostrum into a 10 – 16 oz. plastic soda bottle and attach the nipple supplied in the kit to bottle feed the baby; or pour the collected milk or colostrum into the extra collection bottle and apply the white cap with seal top for freezing. Be sure to label with mother’s name and date collected, or other storage information as you may find appropriate.

CLEANING THE UDDELY EZ MILKER

NEVER IMMERSE THE PUMP ASSEMBLY IN WATER. Clean the milker as soon as possible after each use. The pump portion of the milker readily snaps on and off, allowing the milker units’ parts to be easily cleaned. After each use, the collection extraction cylinder and plastic collection bottle should be immersed in a warm water cleaning solution. You may add a disinfectant or sanitizer or a small amount of chlorinated cleaner or bleach (no more than 1 part bleach per 10 parts water). Clean and RINSE THOROUGHLY and allow to dry. You can clean all of the outside of the milker with Udderly EZ Wipes.

CLEANING PUMP IF COLOSTRUM GETS INSIDE

DO NOT IMMERSE THE PUMP ASSEMBLY IN WATER. In the event that you get colostrum inside the pump assembly, you should clean it as soon as possible. Immerse only the vacuum port in a mild soap and water cleaning solution (PH 7-8). Pump the cleaning solution through the pump until the colostrum is cleaned out. Wipe dry and suction air through to dry the pump internally. Never let the pump sit overnight or for long periods of time if it has been contaminated with colostrum. Colostrum is very thick and sticky and can ruin the pump assembly if it is allowed to set up.

THAWING FROZEN COLOSTRUM

Never use a microwave oven to thaw out frozen colostrum as it will destroy the antibodies. Place the colostrum bottle in a basin of warm water and allow to thaw slowly.

Remember: the UDDELY EZ™ MILKER is great for horses, ponies, sheep, goats, miniature cows, llamas, alpacas, camels and certain exotic animals such as zebras, etc. (Ask about special size needs for some animals.)
UNRULY OR HIGHLY AGITATED ANIMALS
(horses, ponies, llamas, donkeys, etc.)
If an animal to be milked appears to become agitated or uncooperative with her handler during the extraction procedure or refuses to let her baby nurse, we recommend the use of The Stableizer® Restraint and Training System, originally developed for horses. This restraint system allows the animal to calm down humanely, providing a safer environment for both handler and baby. The calming effect will also aid the mother in letting her milk down. The Stableizer® is available through STONE Manufacturing & Supply.

Udderly Sold On It!
“Milking colostrum and banking colostrum and having it available to foals is without a doubt the most important issue to the foal and its ability to fight off infection. From the first use of the Udderly EZ™ Mare Milker, we were pleasantly surprised in how well it performed. It was extremely easy to use, very gentle on the mare and cut down on the time to milk over all the other methods available to us. It’s a product that will work for all types of horse operations. It does a tremendous job and we are absolutely sold on it.”

Joe Noble, DVM
Resident Veterinarian Lazy E Ranch, Guthrie, Oklahoma

Udderly Satisfied!
“The Mare Milker is a very useful device for extracting milk from the mammary glands for treating mastitis. It’s safe and easy to use. It milks mares faster and actually does a better job. This new Udderly EZ™ Milker satisfies a deficiency in our industry that is long overdue. Anyone foaling mares out will find the milking device to be a tremendous asset to their program.”

Glen Blodgett, DVM
Resident Veterinarian and Horse Division Manager
6660’s Ranch, Guthrie, Texas

If you have any questions about this product or if you are ever in doubt about its suitability for your purpose, CONSULT YOUR VETERINARIAN.
The following is made in lieu of all warranties, expressed or implied. Seller’s and manufacturer’s only obligation shall be to replace such quantity of the product proved to be defective. Neither seller nor manufacturer shall be liable to the user or any other person under legal theory, including, but in no way limited to, negligence or strict liability, for any direct or consequential damages sustained or incurred by reason of the use of the product or otherwise. Before using, user shall determine the suitability of the product for the intended use, and user assumes all risk and liability whatsoever in connection therewith. The foregoing may not be altered except by officers of seller and manufacturer.

For more information or to order any of our products directly, contact:
EZ ANIMAL PRODUCTS, LLC.
33032 795th Avenue, Ellendale, MN 56026
Toll Free: 866-507-7773 • Phone: 507-256-7366 • Fax: 507-256-7383
For fastest service, order online at www.udderlyez.com • E-mail: buck@udderlyez.com

For dealer or distributor inquiries contact:
STONE MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY COMPANY
1212 Kansas Ave.
Kansas City, MO 64127
Voice: (816) 231-4020
Fax: (816) 241-3336
cust.serv@stonemfg.net
www.stonemfg.net